A future prediction type artificial heart system.
The demand of the biological system needs to be predicted to consider the quality of life (QOL) of a patient with an artificial heart system. The purpose of this study was the prediction of the imminent cardiac output and the predictive control for an artificial heart. For that purpose, autonomic nerve information was applied in this study. Nervous sympathicus action potentials were measured, and a prediction function of cardiac output was made using the sympathetic tone and preload and after-load measurement with multiple regression analysis. The predicted value showed significant correlation with the measured value after 2.9 s. Currently, however, long-term instrumentation of the nervous sympathicus potential is difficult. Thus, hemodynamic fluctuations, which recently have attracted attention, were used in this study. A prediction function using the Mayer wave, which represented nervous sympathicus, was determined. As a result, mid-term prediction became possible. Furthermore, a measurement of the vagal nerve was used as a possible long-term prediction parameter. For long-term prediction, Hurst exponent analysis was used in this study. Vagal nerve discharges in the changing position showed alteration of long-term determination. In conclusion, the future prediction control of an artificial heart takes shape using these prediction functions.